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Relevancy of theme

 Collection Management is increasingly underleveraged in current academic 
library administrative charts

 Functions are distributed to Access Services, Acquisitions, & bundled into other 
duties, performed by variety of staff

 Subject Librarian model is in steep decline

 Assignment portfolios are very wide & less deep

 Difficult to find strong subject expertise in sciences among librarians without 
developing on the job

 Collections are becoming more the same as content comes from same 
sourcing

 New licensing & acquisitions models determine collection scope – DDA/EBM
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Influences on intersections

 Celebrating 25 years of Scholarly Communications

 Work conducted in 2010-11 on intersections between Scholarly 

Communication and Information Literacy

 Increasing OA movement that has evolved into Open Everything 

including Open Science

 Changes in Library priorities – away from collection-centric and more into 

services seeking high impact returns

 Best practices vs economic realities

 Rethinking roles of both libraries & publishers
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Earlier inspiration
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New myth vs reality

“The library collection is the most valuable asset 
that any library can showcase to all its users.
Library services, on the other hand, complement 
the patrons’ overall experience. An excellent 
library provides efficient services, enough study 
spaces, competent staff, and most importantly, 
an outstanding collection that suffice the needs 
of its community to attain quality research and 
innovation…”
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Summary of accounting distributions in 

ARL libraries*

 Library budgets composed of:

 Salaries & benefits – 30-35%

 Collection resources– 50-55%

 Operations – 10%

 Collection budgets in R1 organizations, 
heavy STM leanings:

 Recurring expenses = subscriptions to 
serials/journals/streaming – 75-80%

 Annual Inflation – 3-6%

 Monographs – 15-20%

 1x purchases – 5%
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 Investments into OA support – 5%

 50% of all STM journal output is OA within 6 

months. 

 Flat or declining budgets, year to year

 * based on North American research library 

experiences as reviewed by ARL data from 2015-

2017 – see https://publications.arl.org/ARL-

Statistics-2016-2017/8 and 

https://www.chronicle.com/article/Spending-by-

University/240829

https://publications.arl.org/ARL-Statistics-2016-2017/8
https://www.chronicle.com/article/Spending-by-University/240829


Cost of library operations

 Coverage 

 Staffing / Personnel Snapshot

 Professionals – Librarians

 Career / Functional Specialists (Systems/IT, Communications, Facilities, 

Development/Advancement, Data management, etc)

 Support – Non-librarians, Library Assistants

 Student Employees – part-time staff

 Collections – Subscriptions vs 1x purchases, access via catalogs/discovery 

systems, knowledge generation – contributions to OA products

 The more digital the collection the more expensive

 Operations – investment in technology, study spaces, access & opening hours
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Post “Access vs Ownership”?

 25 years later – are we asking same questions?

 Book is alive & kicking in most disciplines

 Book chapter is next journal article

 Forsake traditional collection building in favor of access

 Libraries buy same content multiple times – current, via 

aggregators/databases, legacy archives, invest in author 

deposits to repositories
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Collections today – values driven

 Emphasize format decisions – space challenges, online more costly

 Direct new reading paradigms – find vs search; multiple devices; concern about fake 

news & information literacy

 Demonstrate how publishing methods change

 Repositories, preprints, conference papers, discussion forums, scholarly outputs

 Reflect trends - academic impact on student success, diverse information scholar 

recognition, competitive intelligence, rise in predatory releases (journals & conferences), 

institutional comparisons

 Proliferate as journals twig into sub-specialties

 Increasingly expensive – ongoing costs = unsustainable

 Role of SciHub
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Core Values of Librarianship

 Foundation of:

 Access

 Confidentiality/Privacy

 Democracy

 Diversity

 Education & Lifelong 

Learning

 Intellectual Freedom
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 Preservation

 Public good

 Professionalism

 Service 

 Social 

Responsibility



Scholarly Communication has evolved

 Definition: “the system through which research and other scholarly writings 

are created, evaluated for quality, disseminated to the scholarly 

community and preserved for future use.  The system includes both formal 

means of communication (peer review) and informal channels (listservs, 

blogs,wikis, etc). ACRL, 2015

 Perceived to be in “crisis” mode due to dissemination & fiscal impacts

 Core issues include author rights, peer review process, economics of 

scholarly resources, new models of publishing, rights and access to 

federally funded research & preservation of intellectual assets

 eContent drives decisions about scholarship and options to share

 Migration to open…access, data, sources, nearly everything, Open 

Science
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Dilemma: the best things in life are 

free

 Abundance of & accessibility to information

 Newly-digitized materials, which have long served as 
invaluable printed resources, are now viewable on the 
screens of your computer, tablet or smart phone causing 
research to be conducted in-house rather than in the field, 
libraries, or museums

 Even scholars, write & state “All information ever conceived 
is available instantaneously on the Web. There’s no sitting 
around wondering what the answer to a question is—just 
Google it.”
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Assuming change

 Does the Internet really create lower 

cost methods to disseminate 
research?

 Ever achieve economies of storage 

& retrieval

 Digital scholarship in all fields quickly 

advances

 Distance learning continues to 

accelerate 
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 Will academic reward structures 

change how publishing is conducted?

 How does commercialization & 

globalization effect scholarly 

publishing?

 Will institutional mandates for federally 

funded research alter for the long-term 

how new knowledge is generated and 

disseminated?

 Who pays for open access?



Digital Services surge in libraries

 Redeploying staff to explore how digital products are created & 

used, cited and impact future developments – more functional 

specialists needed; data management driven

 Inviting students to participate in publishing – contributing 

scholarship at undergraduate levels – posters, project 

management, conference papers, videos

 Promotes innovation & entrepreneurship – protect intellectual 
property via technology transfer and patents; commercial viability

 Expand scope of Special Collections – opening up archives

 Collecting more museum-like, interactive content – games, 
gadgets, physical objects
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Changes in Scholarly Communication

 Promote Best Practices 

 Open Access is new 

measure – will it be 

Gold, Green, Bronze, 

Blue or another color?

 Archiving – making 

available via OA 

options
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 Libraries explore ways to 

participate

 Institutional repositories

 Comply with funders’ mandates

 Shorten or eliminate embargos

 Share costs with publishers

 Establish new relationships with authors

 Future of APCs (Author Pays 

Charges)



Goals for new intersections

 Libraries need to better respond to research not just teaching 

demands – research-library collaborations much needed; be more 

sensitive to role of researcher

 Not just about books & journals

 About preserving cultural, historical, scientific record

 About access to all information for all people

 About new impacts that strengthen cultural competencies in more 

diversity

 Using core values in applying new practices
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Future Role for Libraries & Librarians

Libraries

 More formalized role for creating, sharing, 

disseminating, curating knowledge

 Will be at the table to frame new policies 

– sorting out OA 

 Become more engaged in publishing –

digitization, repositories, University Presses, 

expanding multimedia potential

 Less ownership and commitment to 

subscription models and more response 

to need

 Adjusting just-in-case actions to more just-in-time 

Librarians

 Shifting toward more specialization & 

greater involvement in entire research 

process

 Shift away from collection functions to 

more information literacy & outreach –

more collaborative resource sharing & 

storage

 Seeking to integrate tools in collections 

for greater use, impact, reader 

satisfaction & utility

 More engaged in digital projects

 Examine strategic plans
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Devil’s in the details

 Libraries move slowly

 New services roll out over time – phased in approach

 Organizational change is not easy nor comfortable

 Strategic planning often tied to institution’s goals, not 

always library driven

 Libraries, especially consortia try and influence 

publishers’ actions

 Major shifts still to come
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Impacts and concerns: New drivers

 Technology will continue to drive new formats & devices

 New pressures on costs & revenues; demands to always do more 

as costs fluctuate

 Growth in submissions encourages new products

 Increasing regulation drives out some players

 Underpinnings of publishing in bigger OA markets force faster 

transformations in peer review

 Investments in AI and machine learning for procedures, data-

mining
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New sustainability measures

 The “triple bottom line” test –

Is it:

 Environmentally sound

 Economically feasible

 Socially equitable
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Intersection detours top trends

 Publisher vendor 
landscape

 Major commercial 
publishers expand their 
scope; more media 
giants, edutainment 
channels
 Examples:  recent Elsevier 

acquisitions; EBSCO & Proquest

 More non-profits 
assume publishing roles 
– different players
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 OER movement – changes in 

textbook markets; affordability; 

more of an emphasis on 

systems over methods

 Discovery layers – changes in 

ILS marketplace

 Dependency on Google by 

users

 Learning analytics & other data 

measures



Rightsizing

 Remains challenging to 

create an atmosphere 

of mutuality

 Librarians need to think 

of themselves as 

partners with information 

creators and less as 

service providers

 Scaling investment in 

print – shifting from local 

to shared holdings
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 New competing demands from 

additional library stakeholders 

will continue – how to respond 

is key

 Consider how research outputs 

will become used in new ways

 Applying more AI, data-
awareness to improve 

workflows

 Stay flexible – change is always 

on horizon



Diffusion, at best, but highly 

speculative….

 More consolidation around shared platforms

 Network environment will compensate for reduced dependency 

on local library collections

 Libraries support creation alongside curation and access/use

 Local boundaries expand to include “facilitated access”

 Scholarly output includes products of inquiry & derivative, 

repurposed, aggregate works

 New ecosystem emerges – around workflows, discovery, 

communication, assessment services

 Collections assume more strategic role, internally & externally
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To achieve goals:

 Develop institutional alliances, affinity groups – playing 

to strengths

 Highlight distinctive assets – build on previous successes

 Build out shared services – partnerships, consortia are 

invaluable

 Reinforce collaborative infrastructures

 Utilize network level operations to support collection 

assessment & coordination for decision-making

 Greenglass data
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In conclusion,

“We will not have the power to change the rules that control scholarly 

communication, unless we build the power to transform the mental model that 

dictates how people think scholarly communication works.” 

(Sharla Lair, Strategist, Content & Scholarly Communication Initiatives, LYRASIS, at the IOP Library Advisory Meeting, 
Aruba, 12 February 2019)
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